The excitement and uncertainty of a rapidly evolving electricity sector
by Dane Labonte & Ian H. Rowlands

DO WE
HAVE THE

ENERGY
FOR THIS?
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The electricity system is important,
but more complicated than most people
realize. The modern lifestyle of most
Canadians is dependent on access to reliable and affordable electricity. We are
surrounded by electronic devices that we
rely on for work, communication, and
entertainment.

of things; but, at a basic level, it refers
to integrating more communication and
information technology into the electricity system. By increasing real-time data
gathering, these technologies open up the
potential for system automation and give
system operators more information about
the grid that they are managing.
By creating a smart system with better communication and more data availMost Canadians take
ability, it is easier to integrate equipment
for granted that, when
like small generation stations, renewable
they flip their switch, the energy generation, and battery storage. It
also allows customers to interact with the
lights will come on; or
electricity system in new ways. Rather
that, when they plug in, than customers only consuming electrictheir phone will charge. ity, some are now able to sell electricity
back to the grid. It may also be possible
to create a more flexible and responsive
We rarely think about the complisystem where some types of electricity
cated and extensive system that powers a usage are programmed to automatically
great deal of our lives, and that is a testa- reduce the burden on the grid during
ment to a significant engineering feat.
high-use times. Although these may not
In Ontario alone, there are over 198,000 seem like large changes on the surface,
kilometres of distribution lines, which
they represent a major shift in thinking
connect individual customers to the elec- about what an electricity grid is, and
tricity grid1 (to put that into perspective, what it could be.
that is just shy of enough wire to wrap
Smart grid technologies present
around the earth five times).
exciting opportunities to reduce the
Beyond the extensive infrastructure
greenhouse gas emissions associated
in place, the electricity system must
with our electricity generation – and,
constantly be balanced. As demand for
with greater integration of electric veelectricity goes up – for example, when
hicles, these benefits could spill over to
someone turns on their dryer, or a factory the transportation sector as well. These
starts up their machinery – it has to be
technologies could also mean new value
matched by increasing electricity supply for customers, by improving reliability,
to the grid. System operators are conreducing outages, and offering new
tinuously ensuring that there is neither
services. However, in terms of planning
too much, nor too little electricity being
the system, these developments are both
generated.
exciting and uncertain.
Given how much our economy reNovel Opportunities and
lies on the electricity system, we have
Greater Uncertainty
to keep investing and maintaining what
While the electricity system is
we have. This raises the question: is our
complicated and crucial to our modern
traditional approach to planning and ineconomy, it is entering an era of change. vesting in the system suitable for dealing
New technologies, which are broadly
with an evolving and more innovative
referred to as “smart grid technologies,” sector?
are opening up novel possibilities for
It is possible that we may be able to
how the system is designed, constructed, smoothly and cost-effectively transition
and managed. The term smart grid
these new technologies into our current
technologies can encompass a variety
system. On the other hand, we could
find that we invested in a lot of high-cost
equipment that is suddenly made obsolete by even newer technologies. Con1 <www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/oeb/_Docusider the analogy of the telecommunicaments/RRR/2014_Yearbook_of_Electricity_Distributors.pdf>.
tions industry in the 1990s: are we doing

the modern-day equivalent of investing
in tried and true methods (landlines)
just as new and disruptive technologies
(cellphones) are about to take off? At this
stage, we know that the new and exciting
technologies are available; yet, there is a
lot of uncertainty in predicting the extent
to which – and the ways in which – they
will take root and thus reshape the overall system design.

The Challenge of
Rapid Innovation
Generally, we expect that innovation,
competition, and consumer choice will
combine to spur new market opportunities
and discard old technologies that are no
longer suitable. But, unlike other sectors,
electricity systems are considered natural
monopolies. The high cost of creating the
system’s infrastructure makes building a
second complete set of wires uneconomical; as a result, electricity systems are unlikely to develop completely competitive
markets. Once a company has established
itself in a territory, they could increase
cost to consumers well beyond what a
typical market would allow. Without a
conventional market structure, the electricity system develops through regulation
and planning decisions.
In the absence of a wholly-competitive market, regulation tries to compensate by prescribing specific approaches
that the companies within the sector
should take. This creates challenges for
experimenting and testing new innovations. Whereas markets provide a good
tool for considering many options, regulation tends to be less flexible. As new
innovations develop, regulators need to
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Reshaping and redesigning the electricity system to take
advantage of smart grid technologies requires purposeful
decisions – multi-decade bets that the system being
planned now will be useful to customers in the future ...
make decisions about how they fit into
the current system.
This often means not only considering the current applications, but also
looking well into the future to consider
the application of technologies over their
useful lives. This is because the large
capital investments, which are necessary
for building such an extensive system,
have traditionally been financed with
long-term loans. The primary reason for
the extended term of these loans is to
help to keep the costs low for customers.
When considering new technologies,
regulators must decide if the investment
made now will still be useful 20 years
from now, when the loans that were required to buy the equipment have finally
been paid off.

dian electricity sector just to maintain the
current system and meet growth demands
between 2010 and 2030.2 Integrating
smart grid technologies may require redirecting these investments, or investing
even more to reshape the system.
As Ontario residents know, these investments will need to be repaid whether
they successfully transition the system
or not. For the last 13 years, a debt retirement charge appeared on the bills of
Ontario electricity customers. The charge
contributed to paying down $19.4 billion
of stranded debt from bets left unpaid by
the former Ontario Hydro.3 In other sectors, customers can take advantage of new
innovations while older technology falls
by the wayside at no cost to the customers. With the electricity system, however,
loans for obsolete technology are still paid
Significant Investments in
for by customers (even if a new system
the Electricity System
is being used) because a good deal of the
infrastructure is publicly financed. Even
Reshaping and redesigning the elecin Ontario, where parts of the system were
tricity system to take advantage of smart
grid technologies requires purposeful de- privatized in the late 1990s, many municicisions by regulators. These decisions rep- palities remain the primary shareholder of
the private company providing electricity
resent multi-decade bets that the system
distribution services in their community.
being planned now will be useful to cusThe policy approach taken in this sector
tomers in the future, and the investments
has implications for the environment, for
being made are substantial. Conference
the economy, and for the state of our pubBoard of Canada has predicted that over
$290 billion will be invested in the Cana- lic finances.
2 <www.conferenceboard.ca/e-library/abstract.
aspx?did=4132>.
3 <www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/tax/drc>.
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What Is the Big Picture and
What Should We Do?
The challenge moving forward is to
find a planning and regulatory approach
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that will allow us to balance the risk and
reward of transitioning our electricity
system. The vision of a smart grid with
more flexibility and greater integration
of renewable technologies is exciting;
however, to reshape our electricity
system in that direction will involve
significant investment. At this stage,
while technologies are still maturing,
we cannot be sure what the best design
will be. In an uncertain planning environment, how can we keep our options
open and maintain economical electricity services?
Our historical regulatory approach
does not seem well suited to manage a
more rapidly innovating sector, but neither is there an obvious alternative. Given the public stake in the sector, and the
large financial commitments involved,
we need to start advancing a more purposeful conversation about our visions
and goals for the electricity system. MW
The authors of this article recently held a
workshop for executives and senior management from several local electricity distribution companies in Southwestern Ontario
to discuss the changing electricity sector.
A report about the event can be accessed at
<https://uwaterloo.ca/sustainable-energy-policy/news/workshop-report-available>.The authors would like to thank the Social Sciences
and Humanities Research Council of Canada
(SSHRC) for support as part of the research
project entitled “Unlocking the Potential of
Smart Grids: A Partnership to Explore Policy
Dimensions,” available at <http://tinyurl.com/
SG-Partnership>.

